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Versatility
Our diverse portfolio of HD cameras and live-stream 

DVR options cater to fleet types of every variety and 

size. From high-resolution cameras around your 

trailer, to interior IP cameras securing valuable cargo, 

to DVRs with up to 17 channels for a whole fleet, 

we’ve got you covered at every angle.

Cost Effectiveness
On a budget? You’ll pay ONLY for your streamed 

video. Safe Fleet will not charge gateway fees, 

software fees, or monthly hosting fees for video 

services — a rare feature in our business. 

Support
We have a nationwide network of service centers 

and experts ready to provide installation guidance, 

preventative maintenance, and replacement/repair 

services. Fleets come to us with the knowledge that 

Safe Fleet products are protected for years to come. 

Why Safe Fleet?

America’s Leading 
Supplier of Fleet Safety 
Products
Today’s safety standards and regulatory 

landscape have made one thing clear to fleet 

operators: Commercial fleets need video.

Telematics alone is not enough.  Combining 

telematics data with high-definition video lets fleet 

operators see exactly what’s happening in the field.  

That’s where Safe Fleet comes in.

Our video systems are fully integrated within the 

Geotab interface, so fleet operators can stream live 

video feed, search and download recorded footage, 

and see video associated with any Geotab exception 

rule. 

For decades, Safe Fleet has helped thousands of 

fleet operators improve safety and reduce risk with 

fleet video solutions. We’re proud to bring 100+ 

years of experience to the Geotab Marketplace in our 

continuing mission to drive safety forward for today’s 

and tomorrow’s fleets.
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Get a Full View of Your 
Fleet Operations

GET A BETTER VIEW AROUND THE VEHICLE

CAPTURE EVERYTHING TO PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

 § Interior/exterior cameras

 § 1080p/720p resolution

 § Waterproof/infrared

 § IP/Analog options

 § Dashcam and ‘black box’ 
DVR styles

 § 2.5 TB storage capacity

 § Military-grade vibration 
and shock rating

 § UP to 17 recorded camera 
channels

Reduce back-up 
collisions

Reduce  
insurance claims

Keep an eye 
on cargo

Verify safety 
protocols

Capture driver 
behavior

Prove it’s not 
your fault

View video right from the Geotab Map. 
Safe Fleet video footage is  accessed seamlessly within 

the My Geotab environment, providing fleet managers 

with a comprehensive view of their vehicle operations.

Get an Extra Set 
of Eyes on Your 
Vehicles
No matter what your 
safety problem is, we’ve 
got a fleet video product 
to solve it. 
High-definition safety cameras  

and mobile DVRs capture real-

time video footage to help keep 

everyone safe and resolve disputes.  

BETTER ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

See who is to blame in an accident to 

avoid fraudulent claims. 

COACH SAFER DRIVING 

Download and view video associated 

with any Geotab exception rule.

VERIFY SERVICE DELIVERY

Prove a stop was made, package 

delivered, or curbside pick-up happened.



Safe Fleet has a vision to reduce preventable deaths 

and injuries in and around fleet vehicles with a goal 

of helping our customers achieve ZERO accidents. To 

that end, Safe Fleet’s best-of-breed smart solutions 

form an integrated safety platform for fleets of every 

type. With our broad portfolio of market-leading safety 

solutions, 1,700 employees, and 15 manufacturing 

locations across North America, also serving Europe, 

Asia and the rest of the globe, Safe Fleet continues 

to innovate and deliver the smart solutions that fleets 

will need to survive and thrive in a changing world — 

and ensure that drivers, passengers and pedestrians 

arrive home safely.
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to incorporate product changes. IMPORTANT NOTICE: No system can prevent all incidents. Inattentive drivers, weather, erratic pedestrian behavior, and other factors can inhibit detection and overall system performance. 
Drivers must always keep proper lookout.
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